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Abstract. This paper describes a business relation extraction system that com-
bines contextualized language models with multiple levels of entity knowledge.
Our contributions are three-folds: (1) a novel characterization of business rela-
tions, (2) the first large English dataset of more than 10k relation instances man-
ually annotated according to this characterization, and (3) multiple neural archi-
tectures based on BERT, newly augmented with three complementary levels of
knowledge about entities: generalization over entity type, pre-trained entity em-
beddings learned from two external knowledge graphs, and an entity-knowledge-
aware attention mechanism. Our results show an improvement over many strong
knowledge-agnostic and knowledge-enhanced state of the art models for relation
extraction.

Keywords: Business Relation Extraction · Language Model · Entity Knowledge.

1 Introduction

Binary relation extraction (RE) is a subtask of information extraction that aims at dis-
covering semantic relations between two entity mentions in unstructured natural lan-
guage texts [35]. In a dynamic business world, analyzing huge amount of textual con-
tent by business professionals to extract strategic information have become an arduous
task, which makes automatic extraction of business relations between organizations
(e.g., startups, companies, non-profit organizations, etc.) an essential tool for identi-
fying links between specific market stakeholders and discovering new threats or op-
portunities [22]. For example, from the sentence ”[United Technologies Corporation]1
defeats [Rolls-Royce]2’s claim of patent infringement by jet engines.” extracted from
the web, a RE system can identify the business relation LAWSUIT (1,2).

According to Zhao et al. [37], business relations involving organizations can be
either Inner-Organizational (Inner-ORG) linking a company and its components (e.g.
company-manager), or Inter-Organizational (Inter-ORG) for relations involving differ-
ent companies (e.g. company-partner). In this paper, we focus on binary Inter-ORG
relations that may hold between two organizations. This is a domain-specific relation
extraction task that is generally cast into a multiclass classification problem, where each
class corresponds to a specific relation type [35]. Although domain-specific RE has
already been explored (see for instance the biomedical [13] and food [27] domains),
business RE has received much less attention in the literature. Current works in the
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field share three main limitations: (a) they rely on datasets that are either small (less
than 1k instances) to train neural models or not freely available to the research commu-
nity [37,33,4], (b) they generally consider only two relations (namely Competition and
Cooperation [32,9]), and most importantly (c) the proposed models, either supervised
[33,4] or semi-supervised [9,39,2], do not account for any prior knowledge about the
organizations involved in a business relation.

In this paper, we aim to go one step further and overcome these limitations through
three main contributions: (1) a novel characterization of inter-organizational busi-
ness relations based on five relations that we believe are of particular importance for
business professionals: INVESTMENT, COOPERATION, SALE-PURCHASE, COMPETI-
TION, and LEGAL PROCEEDINGS, (2) the first large English dataset of about 10k
relation instances4 composed of sentences extracted from web documents and manu-
ally annotated according to this new characterization, (3) a simple but effective mul-
tilevel entity-informed neural architecture for business relation extraction built on
top of BERT language model [5] without requiring its retraining (i.e. its original param-
eters and architecture are preserved). We consider for the first time three complemen-
tary levels of knowledge about entities: (a) generalization over entity type designed to
force the classifier to reason at the entity type level rather than the entity mention, (b)
pre-trained entity embeddings learned from external knowledge graphs, coming from
Wikipedia2Vec [30], and exploring for the first time NASARI semantic vectors [3], and
(c) an entity-knowledge-aware attention mechanism to determine the interactions be-
tween the relation representation and knowledge about entity pairs involved in the busi-
ness relation as given by knowledge graphs. While each level alone has already been
used for improving RE performances (see Section 2), as far as we know, no prior work
conducted a systematic evaluation of the performances of RE while combining knowl-
edge from various levels. When evaluated on our dataset, our models show an improve-
ment (up to +2.4%) over many strong knowledge-agnostic and knowledge-enhanced
state of the art models for RE. More importantly, our approach is able to better handle
less frequent relations expressed in complex sentences.

2 Related Work

RE at the sentence level is an active research area in the Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) community [19,14]. Most studies target generic relations (e.g., hypernymy
or cause-effect relationships) relying on popular manually annotated datasets such as
SemEval-2010 Task 8 [7], ACE 2004 [17] and TACRED [36]. Recent approaches
are based on deep learning methods where both knowledge-agnostic and knowledge-
informed models have been proposed (henceforth Kag and Kin, respectively). Kag RE
models receive as input dense representations of words that can be either word embed-
dings, or position embeddings that encode the relative distance of each word from entity
mentions in a sentence [6,38,10]. The use of pre-trained contextualized language mod-
els (PLM) has further improved the performances. See for instance R-BERT [28] and
Shi et al. [23] who introduced entity masking into BERT to prevent overfitting. Kin RE

4 Link to our business-relation-extraction-dataset

https://github.com/Geotrend-research/business-relation-dataset
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on the other hand exploits factual knowledge about entities and words as given by ex-
ternal linguistic resources. For example, KnowBert [20] learns a knowledge-enhanced
language model by incorporating knowledge from Wordnet and Wikipedia through a
multitask end-to-end learning procedure that jointly learns language modeling and en-
tity linking. Instead of modifying BERT language modeling objective and re-training
its parameters (as done in KnowBert), other approaches align entity vectors to the orig-
inal representations of the PLM (e.g., E-BERT [21]) or plug neural adapters outside
the PLM to inject factual and linguistic knowledge (e.g., K-adapter [25]). Finally, other
studies incorporate knowledge about entities via attention mechanisms [13,12].

While entity-enhanced models have shown to be quite effective for extracting
generic and biomedical relations, their use in business RE has not been investigated
yet. Most existing works make use of semi-supervised approaches relying on lexico-
syntactic patterns that are often relation specific [2,9]. Supervised methods have also
been recently proposed. For example, Yamamoto et al. [32] exploit generic information
extraction systems to extract business relations from web news articles, while Collovini
et al. [4] propose a specific framework based on Conditional Random Fields to extract
relations between FinTech companies from Portuguese news texts.

In this paper, we propose the first Kin model for business RE based on simple neu-
ral architectures that require neither additional training to learn factual knowledge about
entities nor alignment between each entity and its vector representation. Hence, knowl-
edge about entities is viewed as external features to be injected into the relation classifier
along with the sentence representation (as given by BERT). Compared to existing Kin
models where sources of knowledge about entities (entity generalization, pre-trained
entity embeddings (P-EE), entity-aware attention mechanism) have been considered in-
dependently, as far as we know, no prior work attempted to measure the impact of com-
bining multiple levels of knowledge on the performances of RE. This paper, therefore,
contributes to the field of generic RE with multilevel entity informed neural architec-
tures but also to domain-specific RE with a new large dataset of six business relations.

3 Data and Annotation

Business relations are marginally present in knowledge bases (KB) such as DBpedia
[1] where relations like Subsidiary and Ownership of can be found [39]. Some busi-
ness relations are nevertheless annotated in generic relation datasets with fairly low
frequencies, such as Employment / Membership / Subsidiary in the ACE 2004 dataset
[17]. Since there are no publicly available resources, we decided to compile our own
business RE dataset. First, we define a characterization of Inter-ORG business relations
according to which the dataset will be annotated. We start from a set of four relation
types initially proposed by [37]: INVESTMENT, COOPERATION, SALE, and SUPPLY.
Then, we combine the last two relations into SALE-PURCHASE, since we target non-
oriented relations, i.e., R(EO1, EO2) = R(EO2, EO1), EOi being named entities of
type organizations (henceforth ORG). Inspired by [9,32], we add COMPETITION and
LEGAL PROCEEDINGS. Finally, the relation OTHERS accounts for the absence of a
business relation between two ORG, and refers to any other relation type between them.
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Our dataset is new and is composed of sentences collected from the web5 by re-
questing search engines API using a list of keywords related to various business activity
fields such as autonomous cars, 3D printing, etc.6 The sentences are selected accord-
ing to two main criteria: (i) They must contain at least two entities of type ORG as
predicted by both Spacy and StanfordNLP, two well known named entity taggers; and
(ii) Sentences whose words are at least 95% of type ORG are discarded. Further details
about relation type definitions, data acquisition, and data annotation rules are provided
in the annotation guidelines (see the link in footnote 4). The collected sentences were
manually annotated by nine non-domain-expert English speakers via the collaborative
annotation platform Isahit7. The annotation was made in batches, each containing 2k
instances. For each batch, 10% of the annotated data is re-annotated by experts. This
helped to assess the quality of the annotations and improve annotation guidelines. Over
1k of re-annotated instances, the average Kappa between the annotators and the experts
is 0.766 which is a strong agreement given the complexity of the task (many relations
are implicitly expressed and the large context within the sentence (39 words on average)
makes the annotation hard). Table 1 shows the total number of annotated relations as
well as the distribution of instances in the train and test sets.

Table 1: Dataset statistics per relation type in the train and test sets.

INVEST. COMPET. COOPERAT. LEGAL. SALE. OTHERS #Total
Train 281 1,675 627 50 248 5,647 8,528
Test 50 296 111 8 44 997 1,506
#All 331 1,971 738 58 292 6,644 10,034

4 Multilevel Entity-Informed RE

We propose the model architecture shown in Figure 1. It relies on BERT PLM as a sen-
tence encoder to encode the input sentence tokens into contextualized representations,
as it has shown to be a quite effective language encoder for RE (see Section 2). Follow-
ing [24], we mark both the beginning and end of each entity involved in a relation by:
[E11], [E12] for EO1 and [E21], [E22] for EO2. To deal with entity ambiguities (e.g.,
Amazon can refer to the river, the rainforest, as well as to the company), we link every
EOi to its unique disambiguated textual identifier in Wikipedia (Wikification) using
BLINK [11]8, an open-source entity linker.

We consider one simple and two complex aggregators to extract the most produc-
tive features from the contextualized representations of both sentence tokens and entity

5 We consider textual contents from various sources and formats excluding those retrieved from
social media, e-commerce, and code versioning websites.

6 The set of keywords have been chosen by business intelligence experts.
7 https://isahit.com/en/
8 https://github.com/facebookresearch/BLINK

https://isahit.com/en/
https://github.com/facebookresearch/BLINK
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Fig. 1: (a) Our multilevel entity-informed model for business relation extraction and (b)
a detailed description of our knowledge-attention mechanism.

mentions as produced by the sentence encoder: BizBERT, the BERT PLM fine-tuned
on our business dataset that uses the final hidden state of the classification token [CLS],
BizBERT+CNN a convolutional layer followed by a max-pooling and an activation
function on top of BizBERT, and BizBERT+BILSTM that uses a BiLSTM layer in-
stead on top of BizBERT.

The model can be augmented at multiple levels with knowledge about entities. We
newly consider three main levels of additional knowledge:

– Entity generalization. We designed a generalization strategy that consists in re-
placing the target entities EOi in the input sentence before giving it to the sentence
encoder by the generic tag ORG to prevent overfitting and help the model to reason
at the entity type level rather than the entity mention itself which may be infrequent in
the corpus or over-represented. For example, the entity pair (Google, Microsoft) can be
very frequent for the relation COMPETITOR but rare for COOPERATION. This strategy,
initially proposed for generic and clinical relations [23,26] is used for the first time for
business RE.

– Multi-sources entity embeddings. The disambiguated IDs provided by the
BLINK Wikification process, are used by the entity encoder to query two comple-
mentary external sources of knowledge about entities: Wikipedia2Vec and for the first
time in RE, NASARI. Wikipedia2Vec implements the extended version of the skip-
gram model to map words and entities from Wikipedia into the same vector space
[31]. NASARI on the other hand, combines WordNet [16], Wikipedia, and BabelNet
[18]. In the course of the experiments, approximately 92% of entities in the training
set can be found in Wikipedia2Vec, and almost 83% of them in NASARI. When com-
bining both resources, the coverage increases to 94%. If the entity does not exist in
both resources, its embedding vector is randomly initialized. The produced entity em-
bedding vectors, which are 300-dimension vectors, are merged with the contextualized
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generalized-entity vectors as given by the sentence encoder into a one dense entities
representation using a fully connected layer.

– Entity-Knowledge attention. It exploits structural knowledge and statistical
information about entities as given by NASARI and Wikipedia2Vec embeddings in
order to focus on the most important words in a sentence that contribute to the relation
representation. Knowledge-attention has already been employed to select the most
relevant entities from KBs to be integrated with sentence representation [13], or to
incorporate information about how entities are linked in KBs [12]. Here, we adopt
a different strategy by using pre-trained entity embeddings to assign an importance
weight aij to each contextualized token representation of an input sentence as presented
in Figure 1 (b).

The final multilevel entity-informed sentence representation is fed into a relation
classifier. We consider two configurations: monotask learning and multitask learning.
The first one is a multi-class learning problem where the classifier has to predict the
relation type that links a pair of entities (EOi, EOj) in a given sentence among the six
relations that we consider (including OTHERS). The second configuration is designed
to deal with data imbalance (cf. Table 1), following recent studies that show that jointly
learning common characteristics shared across multiple tasks can have a strong impact
on RE performances [34,29]. To this end, we jointly train two classifiers using multitask
objectives. The first one performs relation identification to detect whether a business
relation holds between a given entity pair or not (i.e., business vs. non-business). It is
trained on a more balanced dataset (business (37%) vs. non-business (63%)) to optimize
a binary cross-entropy loss. The second classifier performs relation classification and
learns how to predict the relation type between two EOi (this is a 6-class classification
task) with a multi-class cross-entropy loss.

5 Experimental Settings and Baselines

We experiment with different models ME while varying the aggregation layer M
(BizBERT, BizBERT+CNN, BizBERT+BILSTM) and the entity knowledge levels E
(t, wiki, nas, att) among entity type generalization (t), multi-source entity embeddings
from either Wikipedia (wiki) or NASARI (nas), and entity-attention (att).

In our experiments, the sentence encoder relies on the bert-base-cased model
implemented in the HuggingFace library9. The sentence encoder always outputs a sen-
tence representation of dimension 768, either using the BERT’s [CLS] final embedding,
a CNN with a kernel size set to 5 applied to all the contextualized embeddings, or a BiL-
STM with hidden units set to 768 applied to the same contextualized embeddings. All
the models ME are trained either in a mono-task or a multitask configuration. BERT is
fine-tuned on our business dataset for 5 epochs using the Adam optimizer with an initial
learning rate of 2−5 and a batch size of 16.

9 https://huggingface.co/bert-base-cased

https://huggingface.co/bert-base-cased
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Our multilevel entity-informed models have been evaluated on the test set10 and
compared to the best performing Kag and Kin state of the art models for RE, as follows.

– CNNKag [35]. This model is based on a convolutional neural network that uses
FastText [15] pre-trained word embedding vectors of 300-dimension, three 1D convo-
lutional layers, each one using 100 filters and a stride of 1, and different window sizes
(3, 4 and 5 respectively) with a ReLU activation function. Each layer is followed by a
max-pooling layer. The output layer is composed of a fully connected layer followed
by a softmax classifier. The results reported here were obtained using a dropout of 50%
and optimized using the Adam optimizer [8] with a learning rate of 10−3.

– Attention-BiLSTMKag [38]. It adopts a BiLSTM model with an attention mech-
anism that attends over all hidden states and generates attention coefficients relying
on FastText embeddings as input representation. During experiments, best results have
been obtained using 100 hidden units, an embedding dropout rate of 70%, a final layer
dropout rate of 70%, and an Adam optimizer learning rate of 1.

– R-BERTKag [28]. This is an adaptation of BERT for RE that takes into account
entities representation in the relation instance representation. The model relies on the
bert-base-cased model for English that is fine-tuned on our dataset for 5 epochs.
R-BERTKag has been trained with the same hyper-parameters used to train our models.

– KnowBertKin [20]. We also compare with KnowBert, one of the best Kin
systems for RE11. KnwoBert comes up with three models either pre-trained with
Wikipedia (KnowBert-Wiki), WordNet (KnowBert-WordNet), or with both resources
(KnowBert-W+W). KnowBert-Wiki entity embeddings are learned using a skip-gram
model directly from Wikipedia descriptions without using any explicit graph structure
between nodes. Entity embeddings are then incorporated into BERT using knowledge-
attention and re-contextualization mechanism. Embeddings in KnowBert-WordNet are
learned from both Wordnet synset glosses and a knowledge graph constructed from
word-word and lemma-lemma relations. KnowBert models are fine-tuned on our dataset
for 5 epochs using the same hyper-parameters proposed in the original paper.

6 Results and Discussions

6.1 Baseline Results

Table 2 presents the results of state of the art Kag and Kin baselines in terms of macro-
averaged F-score (F1), precision (P), and recall (R); best scores are in bold12. Among
the four Kag models, R-BERT achieves the best scores. The results are however lower
when compared to KnowBERT which confirms that injecting knowledge about entities

10 All the hyperparameters were tuned on a validation set (10% of the train set).
11 Among existing entity-informed models (cf. Section 2), at the time of performing these ex-

periments, and as far as we know, only KnowBert and ERNIE were actually available to the
research community. In this paper, we compare with Knowbert as it achieved the best results
on the TACRED dataset (71.50% on F1-score) when compared to ERNIE (67.97%) [25].

12 We also experimented with Entity-Attention-BiLSTM following [10] but the results were not
conclusive.
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is crucial for effective RE. KnowBERT-Wiki being the best baseline in terms of F1-
score, we, therefore, consider this model as a strong baseline to compare with.

Table 2: Results of Knowledge-agnostic (Kag) and knowledge-informed (Kin) base-
lines.

ModelKag P R F1 ModelKin P R F1
CNN [35] 63.5 58.7 59.7 KnowBERT-Wiki [20] 65.3 71.9 68.2
Att.-BiLSTM [38] 59.4 54.3 56.3 KnowBERT-Wordnet [20] 63.6 71.5 67.0
R-BERT [28] 63.6 67.4 65.2 KnowBERT-W+WKin [20] 64.2 72.7 67.5

6.2 Results of the Proposed Architectures (Monotask and Multitask)

Due to the high number of ME configurations (3 combinations for M and 16 for
E , leading to a total of 48 different models), we only present the best performing
ones. Table 3 summarizes our results. Due to space limitation and to better compare
the contributions of level of knowledge, we present the entity type and P-EE sources
(t, wiki, nas) horizontally, and the attention one (att) vertically along with the classi-
fier setting (monotaks vs. multitask).

Table 3: Results of the monotask and multitask experiments.
Best scores are underlined while bold ones are those that outperform the best baseline.

monotask monotaskatt multitask multitaskatt

Model P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
BizBERTwiki 64.3 67.9 65.7 63.2 70.8 66.6 65.5 70.5 67.6 63.8 71.9 67.4
BizBERTwiki+t 68.5 71.9 70.1 67.8 73.9 70.6 67.2 70.9 68.9 67.2 71.2 69.1
BizBERTnas 64.7 68.6 66.1 62.7 71.2 66.4 65.6 70.8 67.8 64.3 71.1 67.3
BizBERTnas+t 66.8 70.6 68.5 68.1 72.5 70.1 69.8 69.8 69.7 68.0 71.7 69.7
BizBERTnas+wiki+t 67.9 71.4 69.5 67.8 73.4 70.4 68.1 70.3 69.1 67.5 71.6 69.4
BizBERT+CNNwiki 63.6 70.6 66.7 65.5 71.6 68.0 64.4 71.3 67.5 65.4 71.4 68.0
BizBERT+CNNwiki+t 64.7 70.6 67.2 66.2 70.8 68.1 66.3 72.6 69.1 66.1 72.9 69.0
BizBERT+CNNnas 61.6 71.3 65.6 64.9 71.2 67.7 63.1 71.8 66.9 65.5 72.1 68.4
BizBERT+CNNnas+t 68.1 72.5 69.9 65.3 71.0 67.7 68.1 71.3 69.3 65.0 72.2 68.0

BizBERT+BILSTMwiki 62.5 70.8 65.9 64.3 71.7 67.4 63.2 69.6 65.9 64.3 71.6 67.4
BizBERT+BILSTMwiki+t 64.9 72.0 67.9 64.4 70.2 67.1 67.6 73.5 70.1 64.3 71.0 67.1
BizBERT+BILSTMnas 63.3 71.0 66.5 64.1 71.2 67.0 64.3 68.2 65.8 64.3 71.1 67.1
BizBERT+BILSTMnas+t 64.0 72.0 67.3 63.7 71.1 67.0 65.5 72.5 68.4 67.0 72.5 69.3

In the monotask configuration, we can observe that BizBERT results are better than
BizBERT+CNN and BizBERT+BILSTM and that the sentence features obtained via
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BizBERT+BILSTM is the least productive. From the observed results, two other in-
teresting findings can be drawn. First, models with only one level of entity knowl-
edge do not outperform the KnowBERT baseline (e.g., F1 = 67.7% for BizBERTt,
F1 = 66.7% for BizBERT+CNNwiki and F1 = 66.1% for BizBERTnas). Second, P-EE
from NASARI are more productive than those from Wikipedia2Vec. See for example
BizBERTwiki= 65.7% vs. BizBERTnas= 66.1% and BizBERT+BILSTMwiki= 65.9%
vs. BizBERT+BILSTMnas= 66.5%. This shows that even with NASARI low cover-
age rate when performing entity linking (83% vs. 92% for Wikipedia2vec), the relation
classifier could capture important knowledge about entities and that P-EE built from
multiple sources (BabelNet, WordNet synsets, Wikipedia pages) are of better quality
than those built from Wikipedia alone.

When multiple levels of knowledge are injected into the model, most results in-
crease outperforming the baseline. In particular, combining P-EE with generalization
over entity type has been very productive, achieving 1.9% in terms of F1-score over the
baseline when using wiki+t with BizBERT. BizBERTwiki+t also outperforms its single
level counterparts (i.e., BizBERTt and BizBERTwiki) by 2.4% and 4.4% respectively.
We observe the same tendency when training the models with nas+t vs. nas and t alone.
When relying on wiki+nas+t, the results are better than those obtained for wiki+nas, but
still lower when compared to wiki+t. This can be explained by the weak converge of
NASARI for the entities present in the test set. Finally, when the knowledge-attention
layer is activated, almost all the models gained in terms of F1 score, yielding to the high-
est improvement (about 2.4%) over the baseline for BizBERTwiki+t+att, our best model.
This demonstrates that knowledge-attention is an important mechanism for RE when
coupled with other levels of knowledge about entities regardless of the aggregation
layer used. Overall, these results show that directly injecting knowledge about entities
as external features to the relation classifier without neither PLM re-training nor ar-
chitecture update is a simple and effective solution for RE. More importantly, multiple
levels of knowledge are needed, the best level being Wikipedia P-EE when coupled
with entity type and knowledge-attention.

The results of the multitask setting show the same general conclusions already
drawn from the monotask experiments: multilevel knowledge about entities is better
than injecting a single level alone. However, we notice that BizBERT scores are lower
when compared to the monotask configurations while those of the BizBERT+CNN and
BizBERT+BILSTM increased. Indeed, the BizBERT+BILSTM model with nas+t beats
the baseline with the highest difference in this multitask configuration (1.9% in terms
of F1-score), which is still lower than the best performing model (i.e. BizBERTwiki+t+att
in monotask setting). This shows that learning to classify business relations (mono-
task setting) is more effective than learning simultaneously both relation identification
and relation classification (multitask setting). This implies that discriminating business
from non-business relations is a much more complex task than discriminating between
business relations, making the relation identification task harder. Two reasons behind
that could be: (a) the dataset imbalance between business relation types and OTHERS
relation type, and (b) the variability of relation patterns that could be included in the
relation type OTHERS which make learning features about this class difficult.
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6.3 Error Analysis

The F-scores per class achieved by BizBERTwiki+t+att, our best performing model, are:
INVESTMENT 67.9%, SALE-PURCHASE 41.3%, COMPETITION 77.6%, COOPERA-
TION 67.8%, and LEGAL PROCEEDINGS 82.4%. When compared to KnowBERT-
Wiki, the best baseline, our model gets better scores for COOPERATION (+5.5%), IN-
VESTMENT (+3.6%), SALE-PURCHASE (+0.8%), and LEGAL PROCEEDINGS (+4.6%)
whereas it fails to account for COMPETITION (-0,4%). It is interesting to note that our
model is more effective than the baseline when it comes to classifying relations with
few instances. This observation is more visible in complex sentences that contain more
than 4 entities.

A closer look at the confusion matrices shows that both models do not perform well
when differentiating between business relations and non-business relations (OTHERS).
The multitask setting we developed did not help mitigating this, since it gave less effec-
tive results than the monotask one. This is more salient for SALE-PURCHASE and CO-
OPERATION where 38% and 19% of instances respectively were predicted as OTHERS
by our model. This is because OTHERS instances do not have common characteristics
like the five business relations we consider, as it may represent any other relation that
may exist between two ORG (e.g. attending the same event, etc.).

A manual analysis of misclassified relations reveals two other sources of error. The
first one concerns sentences containing more than one relation between different en-
tity pairs, as in (1). In this example, only the relation linking the two EO in bold
has to be identified. Our best model predicts INVESTMENT (EO1,EO3), whereas the
ground-truth annotation is OTHERS (EO1,EO3). Note that an INVESTMENT relation
actually exists between EO1 and EO2. The second source of error arises from rela-
tions expressed metaphorically or indirectly, as in (2), where the expression has issued
Autonomous Vehicle Testing Permits triggers a COMPETITION relation between Volk-
swagen and Delphi Automotive. However, the model predicts OTHERS.

(1) In 2001, [Enel]1 acquired [Infostrada]2, previously property of [Vodafone]3: the
cost of the operation was 7.21285 billion euro.

(2) Wheego and Valeo now join the likes of Google, Tesla, GM Cruise and Ford
on the list of companies the Californian DMV has issued Autonomous Vehicle
Testing Permits to, as well as [Volkswagen]1, Mercedes Benz, [Delphi Auto-
motive]2 and Bosch.

7 Conclusion

This paper presented (a) the first large business dataset annotated according to a new
characterization composed of five business relations, and (b) simple but effective mul-
tilevel entity informed neural architectures to extract those relations from web docu-
ments. We conducted for the first time a systemic evaluation of the contribution of dif-
ferent levels of knowledge, experimenting with entity type generalization, pre-trained
embeddings from Wikipedia2vec and NASARI, and entity-knowledge-attention both
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in a monotask and multitask settings. Our results show that multiple levels of knowl-
edge are needed for effective RE, beating very competitive knowledge-agnostic and
knowledge-informed state of the art models. Our approach only requires entity knowl-
edge as input alongside with the sentence representation provided by BERT pre-trained
language model without any additional trained layer or parameters re-training. It is
therefore generic and can be easily applied to extract other types of relations between
named entities thanks to different sources of knowledge.

In the future, we plan to extend our model to handle implicitly expressed relations
as well as to account for inner-organizational business relations.
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